


Hi. 

I didn't think we would be meeting like this, but here we are. 

And I'm glad we are. 

This bedroom publication is the stuff that bohemians fantasise 
creating. 

Born from bizarre world circumstances. 

Birthed in protest to unfair power diaspora within our local 
scene.

Here because WE are. 

Celebrating local talent should never come with compromise. 

The zine that follows is a shared effort amongst creatives 
from all walks of life, working together to ensure everyone is 

seen. 

Thank you so much to everyone who has made this a reality. 
This shows just what we are capable of when we pull together. 

WE ARE UNITED.
WE ARE THE SCENE. 





Big Sounds, and Finding Your 
Purpose - Shane McMullan X 
Ferals 

The set up for the interview today is slightly less 
personal than I would have liked. Usually, a coffee (or 
a big pint) is the usual set up for chatting all things 
music. Yet today, I am greated by Shane McMullan in a 
dressing gown, aggressively sucking his vape from his 
bed, beaming from inside my phone. Rock and roll true-
ly has never looked so cosy. Over facetime, we chatted 
about Ferals, isolation, the music scene, and finding 
purpose amongst the modern day madness. 

Q. Hey! For starters, would you introduce your-
self and your band?

S. I'm Shane, I play bass and sing in a band called Fe-
rals. We have Sam Foote on guitar and backing vocals, 
and Dan Zilla on the drums. That's his birthname as 
well. His dad's a guy called Godzilla. 

Q.How would you describe your sound? What influ-
ences you? 

S. Don't use this, but I want to say magnificent. 
*laughing*

Q. Oh no. I'm definitely putting that in. 

S. Say that I didn't want to say it but I felt that I 
had to. Jokes aside, our sound is trying to push the 
amount of sound we can create with just three people. 
We explore how soft you can make it, then put it beside 
a really heavy section. It's a blanket genre of rock,
but its definitely not middle of the road classic rock. 
We're definitely influenced by Biffy Clyro because 
they're a real power trio, really massive chorus-
es - soaring, uplifting stuff - and then really dinky, 
fiddly guitar parts. Two years ago, we all got obsessed 
with Deftones. At the exact same time. We never real-
ised just how influenced we were by them until we proper 
scrutinised it.  

*At this stage, Shane's mother came into his room to 
tell him how smelly his socks were in his wash basket. 
It was very funny. I got a chance to ask her one ques-
tion*

Q. Shane's mum, how would you define Ferals' 
sound? 

Shane's Mum: *rolls her eyes, then ponders, before say-
ing* Out of this world. Brilliant. Really good. 

Q.Thats a pretty glowing review if I ever did hear one. 

“We want to carve 
a very distinct, 
massive, heavy, 
poppy fingerprint 
for ourselves 
- we don't want 
to be one genre, 
we want to do it 
all.”



Q. I've heard you define yourself at another point as coastal rock. Are there many Q. I've heard you define yourself at another point as coastal rock. Are there many 
bands from the coast that have influenced you? bands from the coast that have influenced you? 

S. The coastal thing absolutely was a massive influence when we were younger. At the time, S. The coastal thing absolutely was a massive influence when we were younger. At the time, 
Axis Of were just starting to get big and they used to play a lot of shows in the Atlantic, Axis Of were just starting to get big and they used to play a lot of shows in the Atlantic, 
and that would be where we would play a lot of our shows. There were loads. Of course, And So and that would be where we would play a lot of our shows. There were loads. Of course, And So 
are a massive influence for us too, LaFaro, and I was a huge fan of a band called Strait Lac-are a massive influence for us too, LaFaro, and I was a huge fan of a band called Strait Lac-
es. es. 
Everyone had this triangle region sort of sound. Everyone wonders why there's a thread of Everyone had this triangle region sort of sound. Everyone wonders why there's a thread of 
sound that seems to coexist in a lot of bands from the coast, and that's really interested me sound that seems to coexist in a lot of bands from the coast, and that's really interested me 
too. I think the forerunners paved the way massively, but everyone has their own interpreta-too. I think the forerunners paved the way massively, but everyone has their own interpreta-
tion of the coastal sound. You don't try and tap into it, but you automatically get inspired tion of the coastal sound. You don't try and tap into it, but you automatically get inspired 
by local people from up here. The two other guys live in Belfast now, but we all grew up in by local people from up here. The two other guys live in Belfast now, but we all grew up in 
Coleraine. Coleraine. 
At the moment we're trying to push what we know to be what our sound is, and make it more ex-At the moment we're trying to push what we know to be what our sound is, and make it more ex-
treme.treme.

Q. In five words, describe what makes a really good gig.Q. In five words, describe what makes a really good gig.

S. Oh my god... Ehm.... Ok. Uhmmmmm. I wanna say “All working gear.” Like nothing goes wrong, S. Oh my god... Ehm.... Ok. Uhmmmmm. I wanna say “All working gear.” Like nothing goes wrong, 
all the equipment fully functional. That’s three. Ehmmm. “Fully functional gear, good crowd.” all the equipment fully functional. That’s three. Ehmmm. “Fully functional gear, good crowd.” 
Yeah. Nothing makes me more nervous than if a string breaks, or a pedal doesn’t work. If the Yeah. Nothing makes me more nervous than if a string breaks, or a pedal doesn’t work. If the 
sound checks good you can get into it.sound checks good you can get into it.

Q. The interview is over the phone, obviously. How has isolation been treating 
you? And what does it mean for Ferals? 

S. Isolation has been pretty horrific. I have to be seperated from my girlfriend for a while 
(ha ha). Its a double edged sword oviously, like it’s trash, but at the same time since none 
of us are in work it means we can focus our days on being creative. It’s fucked us though, 
not sure if I can announce it, but we had been working on songs and they were ready to go. We 
were pretty much on the cusp of recording videos for them and we had planned to start releas-
ing stuff at the end of April/early March. We had a full Irish tour planned for the course of 
April and May, ten dates all ready to go. We were set to announce two days before everything 
really started kicking off. It’s meant we had to push everything back, really. It’s brutal. 

At the same time, everyone’s in the same boat. If you release a song, and you can’t go and 
play it for people, I just feel like it’s skipping a big step. It’s nice to give content, and 
then be able to go and show people in person. We just all have to fight through it. There’s a 
weird benefit in the lifting of time constraints, and really, it’s in keeping with the band’s 
track record of having something bad happen everytime theres a scheduled release. We were 
more organised this time too.   
At the moment, I’ve been teaching myself to edit video, and we’ve been reimagining content we 
already have into different genres. It keeps things fresh. We’re experimemting with accoustic 
versions, and Dan is a big Hip Hop fan, so we been thinking about making low fi hip hop beats. 
Things are coming around quite organically - we aren’t forcing ourselves to work on studd if 
we aren’t feeling inspired. 

Q. That branches onto my next question really well. Is isolation a good environ-
ment for musicians? Or is it starving the opportunity to bounce things off eacho-
ther? 

S. For everyone, its horrific of course, but a great opportunity to work. Since I live in Col-
eraine still, we only get four hours for practice each time, and we would go into practice 
with our ideas as a skeleton or demoed out so as to be as efficient as possible. 

I’ll demo stuff on a little work station in my house, send it over to the guys, change stuff 
as they see fit, and then we bash it out when we’re in the room together. Now. the only dif-
ference is that we can’t learn it together. It’s changed the last few steps, but hasn’t 
stopped us. A lot of people will feel the pressure to bring stuff to a weekly practice, and 
sometimes you get good stuff forcing it but a lot of the time you need a chance to sit on 
an idea. Having a chance to wait and apply yourself when you feel at your most creative is 
a massively beneficial thing. There's no mad rush. All we have is time now. There's a chance 
to come out as a better musician, me and Sam have definitely talked about how, when we were 
younger, we played a lot more in our spare time. Now, its a throwback. I'm playing along to 
my favourite songs again! It's a  
chance to refine your craft. 

Q. Any bands you suggest to kill time to?

S. EHM, us. 
 Gnarkats are a great band, with really fun music and videos. Anybody with a video really, I 
find that definitely holds attention. Sugarwolf's 'Scared of the Dark' is an amazing example 
of that, and Catalan's video for "OKA". All simple and minimal but aestheticaly pleasing. We 
love American Guinea Pig too. We were sharing a practice room with them and even through iso-
lation, we've been keeping in touch and hearing how they're doing. Really great guys up for 
anything. Cherym are unbelievable, and deserve all the success they're gaining. Gemma Bradley 
is hosting the Monday night ATL show on BBC Radio Ulster, she has so many great soulful songs 
of her own, and the radio show is a great opportuni-
ty to find so many more talented acts from here. The 
local bands now are all at such a high standard now, 
it's easy to fall down a rabbit hole and spend a lot 
of time just browsing the talent.

Q. There seems to be a really close knit com-
munity amongst musicians, especially in North-
ern Ireland. 

S. There's definitely a community vibe right now. 
The sense of community spirit felt like it had 
faded a little when we were like 18/19, but in the 
past few years, everyone is pushing in the same 
direction. Social media has been an amazing help, 
but it could maybe be the stars just alligning. 
Its's just great to see everyone helping eachother 
out. 

Q. Do you have any final little sentiments for 
anyone reading this right now, be it advice 
for people starting out, words of comfort for 
anyone in isolation, anything at all? 

S. You're going to hate me for this. *laugh-

ing* FIND YOUR PURPOSE. 

Q. Do you mean live laugh love? 

S. Nah, means the same thing.

Pick up an instrument of your choice, and play it. Whatever your hobby is, do it more. Get 
more into it. 

FIND YOUR PURPOSE. 





Pristine

Some days 
I can't breathe 

My lungs constrict 
From fear that movement 

Will shift me back to 
You - holding me down 
You - stealing from me 

You got to leave 
But I'm still left with a ghost 

Haunting me 
Unyielding 

This fucking nightmare 
Acid drips 

Down the back of my throat 
It burns 

Through my flesh 
I'll flay myself 

'Til I am pristine

"Honestly my whole pur-
pose with Pristine is to let 
other survivors know they 
aren't alone, that I under-

stand and stand with them. 
And I make it a point to 

encompass all survivors. 
Men, women, non-binary. 

They are all as important to 
me and need to know they 

are loved, even by some 
stranger in a band."

Survival and Retribution - Valerie Beattie X Mother Banshee

Music is a means of reinstating control when you feel lost, Valerie continues. 
"I think for me music has given me a way of exorcising the residual grief and anger I feel, or the anger at the 

state of the world. It gives me something to focus it through. I want my anger, pain, grief, mental health 
struggle to have something to be channelled into and not just burn uncontrolled. Every time I perform I feel 

like I'm reclaiming myself more. 
Music has been a big part of my life since I was little, so making it feels like full circle."

Ritual

The moon is stained 
With the blood letting 

Of the coming 
Sacrifice 

She how she pulses 
Filling 

No longer waning 
Let the ritual begin 
Purge the earth of 

This dark stain 
Rapist!

Nestled sweetly within the rock scene in Manchester lays a monster - given voice by Valerie Beattie; menace through the musical makings of Luciano Avendano on guitar; and a thrashing beat supplied by Jack Donnelly on drums. 
The three make up Mother Banshee - a band that succinctly describes itself as "Heavy music about heavy subjects. A lot of noise".

And noise they do make; a delightful caucaupheny of blackened grind melds with Valerie's incredible vocal range to produce music with a message that doesn't meekly ask you to listen - it punches you in the face. 

Aussie frontwoman, Valerie Beattie, gave STRANGER DAIS insight into two of Mother Banshee's songs, Pristine and Ritual, as well as how music can serve as an outlet for survivors of trauma. 

The content of this interview may be upsetting for some, but we at STRANGER DAIS encourage survivors to express themselves and their art as freely as they see fit. 

Mother Banshee released 'Demo' onto Bandcamp November of last year. Consisting of seven brief yet hard hitting songs - discussing topics ranging from the bourgeoise, abuse, mental health and environmentalism - the album's 
protests are as multifaceted and complex as today is.

Amongst the most hard hitting has been Pristine, and  Ritual. The lyrics of Mother Banshee have all been formulated by Valerie, and the story of these two songs follow a very personal, emotionally painful yet shared experience held 
amongst rape survivors. Valerie explores her own lyrics, explaining the catharticism that follows trauma - and how she took back control of her own life.   

"The follow up song to that is called Ritual. It's one I wrote about how I 
took my own power back by doing a ritual to kill my rapist through mag-

ick, severing the tie he had on me. Cleansing myself."

"I've got bipolar disorder, anxiety disorders, ptsd and OCD and music - both making and listening to it - helps 
calm me when I'm struggling. It connects things that feel like they broke apart."

Mother Banshee as an entity are more than rock music - instead, they are spokes people for change and for 
unity. A message of love for those that are lost lays at the heart of the band - and Valerie offers hope for a 

better tomorrow. 

Her story is not one of survival - but rather, thriving in the face of adversity. 



As an avid online creator, he’s succeeded in building an 
impressive repertoire of work that has lent itself to his 
clear affinity for all things funny. 
His latest series, Making Plans for Harvey, follows the 
titular Harvey trying to find his way in the world as 
an English actor in Belfast. 

“Storyline wise, it’s heavily inspired by Brit-
ish sitcoms from the 1990s, which are my 
guilty pleasure. Programmes like Men 
Behaving Badly, Goodnight Sweethe-
art, A Prince Among Men, The Britt-
as Empire, even Red Dwarf. In term-
s of why Belfast, it’s of course inspi-
red by studying there and is very 
much my take on Belfast from my
English perspective. The supporti-
ng characters are composites of v-
arious people I met/know whilst li-
ving there and the plots/jokes are a 
mix of both real and fictitious events.”

The project itself was created as a means
of solidifying student actors efforts into a 
professionally made project, Harvey continues.
“So MPFH was first thought of as a way to make so-
mething credible for starting/beginner actors to be 
involved in. On various sets, I noticed many actors starting 
out were frustrated that the student films we were work-
ing on would either never be released (even on YouTube), 
or were one-offs with no promotion, meaning nobody 
would ever see their work.”
With a style of delivery akin to Charlie Brooker, Hines is 
successful in conveying a sense of struggle encased in 
playful intelligence  that makes the series a joy to listen to. 
Giving a social commentary close to home, highlighting 
the awkwardness of dating, as well as a deeply introspec-
tive look into the struggles of trying 
to make the ‘big break’ creatives dream of achieving,  Mak-

ing Plans for Harvey is a love letter to trying times.

What's so funny, Harvey? 

The latest episode, entitled ‘OSCAR’, was made with the 
cast stuck in quarantine. Harvey explains that even 
though the episode was written way in advance, the crea-
tion of the episode was positively influenced by lockdown.

                  “It wasn’t influenced by lockdown content-wise as 
                           the script was written just before then, but 
                                  lockdown has definitely given myself and 
                                       the actors involved more time to work 
                                            on it.”

                                                  When asked just how isolation has 
                                                    impounded his creative approach, 
                                                     Harvey conveyed the duplicity of 
                                                      the situation.

                                                     “I would say it’s had a mixed effect 
                                                    on my attitude to creating. On 
                                                   one hand I feel lockdown has been 
                                                a great kickstart to creative projects 
                                              I’ve been thinking about for a while, 
                                          but on the other hand, there’s of course 
                                      been much more ‘competition’ when 
                               releasing new videos. I’ve been fortunate 
                       enough to be able to keep my job through  
                lockdown but that’s obviously kept me from doing 
more creative things so it’s a double-edged sword (is that 
the term I’m looking for?)”.

The series can be found on YouTube with a quick search. 

Stuck at home and in need for a laugh? Mr Hines has you sort-
ed with an online web series full of wonderfully dry humour 

that comes second nature to the accomplished comedian. 

Image by: Graham Crichton



A highly credited and loved tribute act, The Doors Alive are far from new to touring 
internationally. 

The band, made up of front man (and an entirely convincing Jim Morrison doppel-
gänger) Mike Griffioen, the electric Baz Meyer on guitar, the keyboardist extraor-
dinaire Norbert Varga, and the wonderful Buzz Allan on drums, the quartet exude 
professionalism and musical prowess on every stage. Fun fact- the band utilise the 

very same instruments used by The Doors to get that authentic sixties snap! 
But what does it mean for an international band when travel is completely halted 

worldwide? Buzz Alan gave STRANGER DAIS a little insight as to what it meant for 
The Doors Alive. In short - it meant improvise. 

The band began an online crusade to overcome Corona in the best way possible - 
through a musical onslaught. 

The Doors Alive has released in protest against the virus a parody music video, en-
titled ‘Die Corona!’ - a very lovely performance of ‘My Sharona’ completely hashing 
Covid 19 right in the nucleus. The powerhouse of the cell may be the mitochondria, 

but it has nothing on the musical marvel of the band.
“We started this when lockdown started, as we could no longer tour or even re-

hearse! So we did a remote audio and video recording and made idiots of ourselves 
for fun!” recounts Buzz, giving a refreshing insight into the fun side of being a musi-

cian stuck in isolation. 
“We got a good reaction when we released it, and realised that remote recording 

was possible and practical!”
Buzz hastily adds however, “Although we still much prefer playing to actual 3D peo-

ple in crowded venues!”
As a side project, Buzz has also been offering drum tuition to student percussionists 

all through the magic of Zoom.
“I started teaching drums 15 years ago when I was studying music. I felt like it was 
my duty to pass on some of the knowledge that had been imparted to me, as I was 
lucky to have some incredible tutors. I should be teaching 2 days a week in a prima-
ry school, but when Covid arrived school closed. So, I moved to Zoom. After some 

initial teething problems I went all out and converted my studio into a teaching termi-
nal. My students are still making progress and submitting their exam performances 

as video clips! They’re amazing!”
Catch the parody on their YouTube Channel, alongside a multitude of concert foot-

age. 

Killing Corona 
with The Doors 

Alive 



Graduating during lockdown sucked. The during my 
four years in university, as the course got gradual-
ly harder and harder, the more I became focused on 
the finishing line and I believe I was not the only 
one. I became focused on that day of celebration, 
of my mum and dad being with me to commemo-
rate the monumental task of finishing my degree. 
And when I heard that there wasnt going to be 
that special day I was upset. Of course the Uni-
versity has plans for a virtual graduation and for 
another day later on in the year to celebrate but, 
it's not the same. It sucks that that special day is 
gone. It sucks that I cant go out drinking with my 
friends to celebrate. It just sucks. I'm in no way 
blaming anyone here, I believe that the universi-

ty has done thebest it can to help us achieve that 
special feeling as much as possible. However, even 

with all this, there always comes this flood of emo-
tion of accomplishment that no virus can ever take 

away from me.

IT SUCKS 

Jonny Craig

Without wishing to sound like an uncreative rip from the headlines, 
these are unprecedented times. Times such as these alter the stand-

ard run of everything; from my own personal routine (now that 
there is no gym), to the way in which my place of work does its 

business. 
By this same rule, relationships also undergo change for many of us 
during lockdown. Everyone’s circumstances are different. Some live 
with their partners, others don’t. Some long distance, others clos-
er. However, my own experience is that lockdown has illustrated just 
how different me and my partner are. This is not necessarily a bad 
thing. However, do not misunderstand. The stress and uncertainty 

of this lockdown places a huge strain on relationships. However, both 
myself and my partner now know ourselves much better, because 
while lockdown has taken away so much of what we had before, it 
has left us with an abundance of something we forgot we had. 

Time.
 

Time for introspection and reflection. I’ve learnt so much about my-
self and the type of person I am. Where I want to go. What I want 
to do. Much more than in the career seminars at university. Myself 
and my partner, despite the enforced distance, now share a cer-

tain closeness we did not have before. While we have spent the last 
four years getting to know each other, the last four months were 

spent getting to know ourselves, and now our relationship feels much 
more solid and secure. Relationships in lockdown are what you make 
of them and how you use the time given to you. Wallowing in self 
pity, Netflix and alcohol is one option, but really figuring out who 

you are is another. Although, what do I really know? 

I forgot her dad’s birthday once so apparently that puts me on a 
level with Moussoulini. 

TIME
Connaire O Ghalloglaigh



PRAM
by Shirley Hopkin

To the one who carried us safely 
We will hold you high in our arms,

A sweet memory of love and Beauty in the basket.
Musk and dust uncovers secrets. 

Secrets old and untold but with an unsaid understanding. 
Just out of our reach but lifted back by true loving family. 

Precious memory of how past and present should be. 
Now while we hold on to each word and each other,

We will always overreach just to hear your voice. 



A chat with zine curator and writer Sam Dineen about making words; the importance of creativity amidst loneliness, and the 
colourful variety of The Jumble. 

by Megan Hopkin

Q. So, let's start from the top! Could you tell the readers a little bit about yourself?
Sam - I’m Sam, I’m a 22 year old English and Politics graduate from Belfast. I have been writing 
since I could first put pen to paper and I have recently started my own online magazine, 
called The Jumble Magazine, which is all about showcasing local creative talent from Belfast 
and the surrounding areas. 

Q. What inspires your writing most?
Sam - Honestly, it depends what kind of writing it is. With poetry, it can be anything. The 
slightest thing can come up and right there and then I have to drop everything and just start 
typing. Other types of writing are more complicated than that for me. I’m a bit of a history 
fanatic, and I’m low-key obsessed with the Cold War era, so a lot of the time a documentary or a book I’m reading, even music from that era 
inspires me to start writing, a lot of my fiction tends to be set in that time period, and a lot of my more ‘academic’ type writing tends to find a 
way to be centered around that piece of history too. 

Q. Now to put you on the spot. If your work was a song, or an artist, what/who would it be?
Sam - I think I would go for one of my favourite songs of all time, Modern Love by David Bowie. Half as a reflection of what I like doing and 
half as a reminder to keep myself working (especially during this whole isolation thing) : ‘I know when to go out, I know when to stay in, get 
things done.’

Q. Your brand new project is a publication called The Jumble, an online zine promoting local artists - what pushed you to start it? Why 
now?
Sam - I was having a night in with a friend and we got talking about how challenging it can be for both myself (and a lot of my very talented 
friends) to break into the Belfast creative scene if you don’t already have your foot in the door. One thing led to another and I decided that if I 
wanted to start publishing and having more control over what I want to put out there, I should create my own platform to do it. I also realised 
just how many talented people I know, they all deserve a shot to get their name out there. I figured that if I was able to potentially help them 
do that, then I may as well do it. 

Q. What do you think of the emerging DIY scene in Belfast? Has isolation hindered it?
Sam - For people who work in groups, like bands, I imagine the concept of isolation has probably stunted their creative growth for the time 
being, however, I have seen a number of artists perform via livestream, the lead singer of my friend’s band Lonely Astronauts did that when 
they released their new single ‘Balboa’. It’s great to see how people can come up with that kind of solution during such a difficult time. For 
other creative forms, I think isolation has one tiny silver lining of extra time, several friends of mine who write have messaged me saying that 
if they can’t focus on their work now they may never get a chance to devote so much time to it again. For a lot of people this time off work 
allows them to do just that, sit and write and write and write. I have a number of people interested in sending what they’re working on for 
submission to The Jumble, and I really hope that the one positive of this otherwise horrific situation is that the creatives can still be supported 
online. 

Q. What’s the ultimate goal of The Jumble?
Sam - To give people the platform they deserve, I would love to grow a wee community out of The Jumble, introduce creatives to other 
creatives, maybe spark them to collaborate even. As well as that I think the ultimate goal is just to make people realise how much talent is on 
their doorstep. My first few days of putting the magazine together mostly included me sitting at my table with my laptop going ‘wow’ while 
looking through people’s art, writing, listening to their music etc. It’s great how much there is out there. I just want to put it all in one place so 
that more people can find it. 

Q. Now’s the time to get name dropping! Give us some local talent to look out for.
Sam - There are so many! I’ve featured Lonely Astronauts and Blurred Reality in the music section, they’re both great and up and coming. I’d 
definitely suggest keeping an eye out for what they’re up to. Strawdairy (Oliwia Widuto) is also amazing at what she does, if you’re looking for 
handmade, sustainable alternatives to everyday utensils like makeup wipes, you should 100% take a look at her small business and instagram 
(@strawdairy).  

Q. Why should people get creative, and not just sit about on their holes?
Sam - It’s such a release! Particularly in times like these where a lot of us may be feeling trapped 
in our own spaces and heads, putting stuff out there really makes me feel more productive and 
proud of myself. The creative process in every medium allows you to understand your thoughts 
beyond just thinking of them, and you never know what amazing stuff could come out of it.

Q. It’s been a delight talking to you Sam, your enthusiasm is contagious! Is there a final mes-
sage you’d like to send out to anyone reading this?
Sam - Times are hard. Go easy on yourself. Be kind to yourself, and if a wave of inspiration 
comes to make something, ride that wave.

Check out The Jumble on: 
Instagram: @thejumblemagazine
Facebook: The Jumble Magazine
Twitter: @thejumblemag
Website: http://thejumblemagazine.com/

METHOD BEHIND THE MADNESS



 In Music We 
Trust 

 Every day we are confronted with our differences. What seperates us. What di-
vides us. 

Xenophobia runs rampant and the flames of discontent are further fanned by the 
governments who refuse to hear us, and bigots who contribute to the noise si-

lencing the silenced. 
Music has been our safe space. It has ALWAYS been our safe space. 

Wrapped inside melody is meaning, understanding, and more importantly, the 
celebration of our diversity. What makes us different is what makes us human. 
Struggle becomes monument to the now, and a unifying factor for the future. 

Music DEMANDS to be listened to. 

Even during The Troubles, music was there to unite those in the community who 
would listen. Whilst many venues and acts hid, venues sprouted forth from noth-
ing. One example is in Antrim town, where the Antrim Forum served as a couple 
of thousand holding venue which saw acts such as Thin Lizzy, Meatloaf and Sta-
tus Quo playing. Even Megadeath (who opened their set with a mighty shout of 
"Give Ireland back to the Irish!"). They left the show in a bullet proof bus - 
but Dave Mustaine credits the fans from the town as being the reason behind two 

future songs, "We have the songs 'Holy Wars' and 'Promises'". 

Then and now, we've been isolated - perhaps more literally than ever before. 
And now we face an even bigger fight. 

The fight for justice for people of colour who have been systematicaly abused 
and pillaged for generations. These communities have been the foundations of 

music, of the LGBTQ+ movement, and art - yet are ignored. 

Listen. 

Fighting the flawed system of Direct Provision has came to the forefront, for 
good reason. People are dying in the understanding that this is enough. It 

isn't. 

Listen. 

Victims of abuse are finally being given their voices back. We as a community 
must support survivors worldwide, and fight for better. 

Listen. 

We are a society in revolt, in flux, in metamorphisis. 

Although we are seperated, we are together when we amplify our voices. When we 
share. When we learn. 

Just listen.



Arent you tired/ why do you act masculine? 
Tell you what babe/ I'll b the girl you can be 

my man
Aren't you lonely?/ I think I could help that 
You just need to come out/ I'm not gunna be 

ur secret plan 

I got exactly what you need 

Aren't you horny?/ All that anger inside 
Aren't you angry?/ You don't have to hide 

Aren't you pissed off?/ I see you act straight, 
how hard you try 

And if you're hetero like you say you are/
You took it one step way too far/ 

You shouldn't have kissed me 
So fuckin hard 

I got exactly what you need 

It's fine, if you want to hide 
I feel bad for you, just keep me out of it 

He told me that, we need to hide 
Dont kiss me then, I'm not your experiment

OK
by WHEELIE CAMPBELL 

https://www.stephenlawrence.org.uk

STEPHEN LAWRENCE 
CHARITABLE TRUST

In honour of teenager Stephen 
Lawrence, murdered in a racist 

attack in London in 1993, the charity 
is working “ to transform lives” and 

end discrimination.

https://www.blackvisionsmn.org

BLACK VISIONS 
COLLECTIVE

A black, trans, LGBTQ+ led charity 
organisation based in Minnesota, 
dedicated to “ Black liberation and 

to collective liberation”.

https://www.theredcard.org/
Charity educating kids and adults 

within the UK about racsim, utilising 
workshops, training programmes 
and multimedia programmes.

https://blacklivesmatter.com

BLACK LIVES 
MATTER

Read, learn, listen, donate.

https://blacklivesmatters.carrd.co

BLACK LIVES 
MATTER

A comprehensive list of resources 
to aid the BLM movement.

https://iamirish.org

I AM IRISH

This creative movement embraces 
the lives of Irish People everywhere 
who happen to have a broad ances-

tory.

SHOW RACISM THE 
RED CARD



On the 13th June, Hell Hole held a live charity event streamed through Twitch, starring six intense DJ’s, each bring-
ing a new flavour to the night.
Opening with Junk Male, the show began with an energetic and accessible performance which flirted with pop favour-
ites - such as a blend into ‘Touch My Body’ by Mariah Carey. Hook driven and dancy, whilst remaining eclectic in 
style, Junk Male gave a taste for the acts to come in the form of a wub wub platter.
This was followed by SPIT - an artist that toys with social media perceptions and hyper sexuality to create a char-
acter that spins anthem after anthem. The set, entitled SPIT’S SEXTING MIXXX, was pure filth. And it was wonder-
ful. Paris Hilton on acid vibes - packed with poppers and anime. Ewaugh’s set changed the mood yet again, high-

light the range of sounds facilitated by Hell Hole. Weaving Trap and drum and bass tunes together, Ewaugh gives

you just what you came for - a slow build to an intense 
barrage of gabber. Paired with visuals of the mixing in pro-
gress and Jordan showing off his affinity for vogueing, this 
was a set to be remembered. Super fun. 
Son Zept has been referred to as one of the up and coming 
electronic acts in Belfast, and after watching his stream, I too 
have been converted.
Roo Honeychild entered the night with a somewhat haunting 
isolated vocal, “it’s going to be a fine night tonight” - and 
she couldn’t have been more right. Honeychild effortlessly 
bends genre boundaries. Mixing in her front room, she re-
quires no visuals to heighten the mood - because she brings 
it to you with a roaring wall of hard happycore. Definitely one 
to watch.
Headlining the night was Mike Q, whose professionalism and 
polish speaks entirely for itself. He also has a very lovely dog 
that appeared during the live performance. A stunning end to 
one of the best live streamed performances I’ve seen all lock 
down - doused in high energy and performers enjoying their 
own art. Jordan Mullan tells us why the stream happened, 
and what it was like to organise. “The Live[stream] was an 
idea I’d had at the exact same time as every other DJ on

earth during lockdown and I wanted to do one anyway but also have it be really class, so! I very gratefully got a 
true Legend (MikeQ) to headline which fulfilled a dream I didn't even think to have yet honestly, and was joined by 
the insanely talented Roo Honeychild (Club Comfort), Son Zept (Resist), SPIT & Junk Male.”
“It served as a fundraiser for The Movement of Asylum Seekers in Ireland and The 343's Mutual Aid fund as well!”
“It was a sick experience I was really humbled by everyone that agreed to perform its pretty wild getting to work 

with so many talented people that actually agree to your ideas and everything.
First time I ever handed over the full art direction to another person (Patrick Gallagher), and he did an excellent 

job.”

“It was a dream, though in that sense, I did wish the whole time that it was actually real
☆°.*+New Normal+*.°☆””

HHLS Artwork by: 
@patrickallaghr

What is Hell Hole’s significance?
“I think Hell Hole has personally been important for me as its always been; in helping me cope and process my 
own life. I’ve been doing Hell Hole through some pretty turbulent parts of my life in regards to mental health etc. 
and whilst it isn’t easy to do by any capacity, it really allowed me to channel my energy through it. I can see by 

looking back how I felt overall the past ~3 years by the artwork and sounds curated.”
During lockdown its continued to serve as such, I think though as with anyone who has a skill or something to 

contribute at all its important now more than ever to use these things to better your community for yourself and oth-
ers, no matter how big or small.”

“I hope I can try to use Hell Hole more for that. It would feel self indulgent at a point if I didn’t try and contribute 
to society somehow seeing as I will 100% not take requests, in general”.

Anyone who is a fan of electronics and the nightlife scene in Belfast has undoubtedly has had an experience with Hell 
Hole - a music night come art project spearheaded by Jordan Mullan which, ironically, is completely  heavenly. 
Hell Hole is as DIY as it gets, with heavy dub parties coming from inventive gig spaces - from a residential house to 
raves, Jordan has pushed the boundaries of what electronica truly means. Here, you get home grown talent with bed-
room DJs and legends alike proving their musical prowess without the extortionate expense or ego, wrapped up in an 
amazing platform bringing the best together regardless of race, age, sex or sexuality. It’s all talent, it’s all expression, 
and it’s all from the heart. 
Running since August 2017, Hell Hole has amassed a glowing reputation and presence within the Belfast music scene. 
STRANGER DAIS got some insight into the scene after a chat with  the talented Jordan Mullan, also known as the 
DJ Ewaugh. 

Just how the hell did Hell Hole happen? Jordan 
explains:
“Hell Hole was a sort of reaction to what a lot of 
nightlife was like in Belfast 2017 via a house party, 
and so on with trying to push the envelope on what 
an event in the city could be. At first I truly wasn't 
taking it seriously until I was asked back for another 
night at HH2 (the first Live! Venue Gig), from then 
though I did start to really look to dedicating myself 
a bit more to it. I was always that person that was 
trying to do something at any given moment, so after 
a good 5/6 years of doing the most I finally made 
a big enough scene.”
“My intro into nightlife though was primarily through 
the Queer scene here working and the odd time 
performing in 
a nightclub when I was 18/19 in university, so I 
was able to sort of submerge myself into every as-
pect of how events and nights were ran; but I draw 
a lot of my inspirations from Queer folk/Women in 
the industry in Belfast and beyond overall.”

The Heaven of Hell Hole with Jordan Mullan



MEDICINAL ART 
by Tiffany McWhinney

As someone who has carried a pocketful of mental health 
diagnosis' since the age of 15, I've naturally travelled down 
the path of actual therapy... only to find myself somehow 
even more lost each time, frustrated - unable to properly 
convey to someone else how I was feeling. With exper-
imentation, patience, and too much time really; I feel 

content knowing that I've now successfully found various 
different artistic outlets that allow me the opportunity to 
express myself in a way that, I, otherwise would've been 

totally voiceless unable to ever vocalise with words. 
Art is a process I essentially utilise, just like a tool, as a way 
of physically converting all the chaos going on inside my 

head, so that my once illegible, indecipherable, and mostly 
illogical thoughts become something that I can actually 

process, understand, and deal with. Using art in this way 
has even, on occasion, had the power to grow into a sort 
of unspoken language, explaining to others how bloody 

bonkers what's going on inside my head really is.
With art, I become my own (under qualified, but un-

deniably dedicated) therapist. Using art as a safe place, 
even under ordinary circumstances, has always provided 
a necessary form of escapism/vacation/distraction from 

reality, as sometimes focusing all my energy towards 
pointless collages or chaotic scribbles is much easier and 
understandably preferable - until a point in time that I 

find myself better mentally equipped to deal with difficult 
circumstances/thoughts. However, as a result of self isolat-
ing alone for months - art has now become what an inhal-
er is to an asthmatic person... an essential tool in order to 

survive life.
Art is how I take back control over my mental health, by 

physically unloading what is, "wrong," inside my head. In-
evitably, by doing so, this always prompts a sense of free-
dom, release, and clarity upon seeing my once terrifying 
thoughts, not only presented in a much easier way to di-

gest, but also having them reduced to something as fragile, 
weak, and as easily destroyed as paper - works as a reas-

surance and reminder to myself, that I am much stronger 
than the misunderstood, toxic thoughts once held trapped 

inside my unwell mind.



In 1970s Belfast, the streets were deserted by night- and, as the city’s 
murals attest, facial covering was most definitely observed. As the Trou-
bles churned bloodily on, each explosion that shook Belfast’s streets was 
another exclamation mark underscoring the victory of fear over frivoli-

ty. Burning cars sent choking black fumes into the sky, tear gas spiralled 
from cannister after cannister, and what nightlife survived soon withered 

on the vine.
Then along came punk. Loud, sneering, subversive, it was the perfect 
soundtrack for the disaffected youth disillusioned with the violence 

flashing red and yellow on their doorsteps. As Belfast’s punk godfather 
Terri Hooley succinctly put it, ‘When it comes to punk, New York has the 

haircuts, London has the trousers, but Belfast has the reason.’
Leap forward to 2020 and the streets are once again empty, although this 
time around it’s less ‘lock and load’ and more ‘lockdown’. Nonetheless, 
even if little and much has changed since the 1970s, the passage of time 
has not kept the wind from the Outcast’s sails. Formed in 1977, the group 
quickly left their mark within the live circuit and, before long, they 

emerged as one the preeminent exponents of Belfast punk. The trajectory of 
the Outcasts has been a vibrant one- getting banned from five clubs in the 
space of one week, recording with Terri Hooley’s iconic ‘Good Vibrations’ 
label, even performing a set for the legendary Peel Sessions at the BBC. 
Theirs is also a career blemished by tragedy, not least when Colin Gowan, 
one of the three brothers within the band, died in a car crash in 1982. 
Shaken -but not broken- by this hammer blow, the Outcasts persevered and, 
to this day, remain an incendiary live act imbued with the undiminished 

spirit of ’77 in all its snarling glory. 
With Cherry Red Records set to cast a retrospective eye upon Northern Ire-
land’s denizen punk scene in their upcoming 3CD/1DVD box set, ‘Shellshock 
Rock: Alternative Blasts From Northern Ireland 1977-1984,’ STRANGER DAIS 
speaks to Martin Cowan, founding member and rhythm guitarist with the Out-

casts. casts. 

NOT JUST A TEENAGE REBEL
A conversation with Martin Cowan from The Outcast by Jack 

Hopkin



ness, they wouldn’t invade the stage, or wreck anything. 
We are looking forward to going out again, when all this COVID-19 madness ends.

Q: What was it like to return to the studio to record the latest Outcasts single, ‘Stay 
Young’?
MARTIN:  It worked out better than I thought, we didn't feel under any pressure and the engi-
neer Jamie knew our old material and liked us.
I had the basic tracks roughly worked out, both music and lyrics, then Petesy came down to 
my house about 3 or 4 times and we knocked them into songs. Petesy helped to arrange them to 
sound better.
Petesy, JP (our drummer) and me, then practised the songs in a mate's house, as Greg’s-our 
singer- wife was undergoing cancer treatment at that time.
The 3 of us then went into the studio and laid down the basic tracks, which we could build on 
later. I did a guide vocal, so Greg could learn the vocals from this. 
We then went into the studio and recorded the lead vocals, backing vocals, lead guitar and 
other guitar tracks. Then Petesy and me mixed the tracks, with a lot of help from Jamie, our 
engineer. We are all happy with how the 5 tracks sounded and we all agreed ‘Stay Young’ was to 
be the A track, and we called the E.P ‘Stay Young.’
We also made a video, which we posted 2 days before the single/E.P was released. 

Q: Was inter-band rivalry and competitiveness present within the 
Northern Irish punk scene of the late 1970s, or was there an at-
mosphere whereby the groups were generally ‘in it together’?
MARTIN:  I do not remember any feeling of being ‘in this together’, 
there was rivalry between us, Rudi and Stiff Little Fingers.
We all wanted to outdo each other, to play better gigs, to get more 
punters, to be the first to make a record, etc. 
Now there is no rivalry between the bands that have reformed, and 
we are friends. 

Q: How did the release of 2013’s ‘Good Vibrations’ impact upon 
the band’s fortunes?
MARTIN: Good Vibrations is a great movie and it should have done 
better than it did, if only the distributers had put some money 
behind the promotion of it. Every place we play in the world people 
tell us they have seen it and love it. I don’t really know how much 
it has helped our career, but one thing, it has done us no harm!

Q: Last year, the Outcasts performed a string of dates in Ja-
pan. Do the Outcasts have an enthusiastic Japanese fanbase? Was 
it strange for the band to perform songs so far flung from where 
they originated?
MARTIN:  A US record label, Secret Mission Records, approached me 
in 2018 about releasing all our singles A and B sides, tracks we 
had on shared E.Ps and a few session tracks on a gatefold album on 
vinyl and C.D for release in the US and Japan, called ‘Tell Me The 
Whole Story.’
This was released in April 2019, so they arranged a 5-date tour in 
Japan for us in early May 2019.
All 5 gigs were sold out and we were overwhelmed by the reaction we 
received.
Ages of people who came to see us ranged from teenagers to people 
in their 50’s and some in their 60’s.
What surprised us was the info. They knew about Northern Irish punk 
bands and Good Vibrations record releases, and many of them had 
seen Good Vibrations the film and Shellshock Rock. We also sold a 
lot of merchandise, as they went mad for this.
The record label also had given us vinyl albums of ‘Tell Me The 
Whole Story’ and we sold hundreds of these too. 
When we played the people went mad, but it was a controlled mad

The Outcasts tour dates:
Sep 25th - FR - Paris, Montreuil, le Chinois
Sep 26th - FR - Rennes, Mondo Bizarro 
Oct 10th – UK – Sheffield, HRH Punk Festival
Oct 24th – CH – Luzern, Sedel
Nov 21st – UK – Manchester, O2 Ritz, North West Calling festival
Feb 11th - BE - Ghent, Café de Zot 
Feb 12 - FR - Herouville St Clair, B.B.C., Normandie Punk Party                               
Feb 13-  FR - Toul, Chez Paulette
Feb/ Mar - UK - London, O2 Forum Kentish Town, with Exploited
Apr 2nd – IE – Dublin, Olympia, with Therapy
Apr 15th – UK – Leeds, Brudenell
 Apr 16th – U.K – T.B.A
Apr 17th – U.K – Cardiff, No Future Festival

THE OUTCASTS- STAY YOUNG (2019) and THE 1981 RTE SESSIONS (2019) 
are available now courtesy of Violated Records and Punkerama Re-
cords respectively
SHELLSHOCK ROCK: ALTERNATIVE BLASTS FROM NORTHERN IRELAND 1977-1984 
is scheduled for release on July 31st, 2020 courtesy of Cherry Red 
Records

STRANGER DAIS: What do you think Northern Ireland’s contemporary 
music/DIY scenes could learn from the Outcasts and other pio-
neers of punk?
MARTIN: When it looks like you are getting nowhere, keep going. 
In many ways it is easier now to get your music out there, though 
there are more people doing this now. 
We did a lot of releasing records ourselves and arranging tours 
etc. We still arrange tours ourselves, but often promoters contact 
us too. 

Q: Hypothetically, how do you think the 1970s-80s punk scene 
would have reacted to lockdown and quarantine? Could it have 
survived?
MARTIN: It was a different time, no mobile phones, no internet, 
social networks etc. Everything happened by word of mouth, or home-
made posters. 
The scene developed from groups playing in The Harp Bar and the 
Good Vibrations Record Shop, giving the kids two places to meet and 
hear music. 
There was also the music press and home-made fanzines. 
I have no idea what would have happened if COVID-19 had happened 
back then. 

We are and were old school, we toured in the U.K, Europe and any where we could and built-
up a following, but these days a lot of younger people have heard of us through YouTube 
and Facebook. It is a different world now- and who knows how it will change with COVID- but 
there is always a way to get your name through! 
 

STRANGER DAIS: As you know, Cherry Red Records are set to reissue John T. Davis’ 1979 
documentary, ‘Shellshock Rock.’ Any recollections of the Outcasts’ role in the film?
MARTIN: I remember John and a camera man coming to Wizard Recording Studios in Belfast one 
evening when we were recording our 1st album, ‘Self Conscious Over You.’ We recorded ‘You’re 
A Disease’ that evening and they filmed us doing this. 
I was a bit disappointed that in the film John tried to show how different instruments were 
recorded on separate tracks, so our sequence started off with only drums, then gradually 
built - up with then vocals and then guitars coming in. I found this a bit strange and not 
too clear what was going on. 

STRANGER DAIS: What’s on the horizon for the Outcasts? Any plans to return to the stu-
dio?
MARTIN: We have a tour set up, but who knows what will happen. We have no plans to return to 
the studio at present.



Without your support, this 
would not have been possible. 

Stay strange. 

Until next time, 
Megan, Jack, and Shane

THANK YOU


